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Abstract 
This paper examines the extent to which the affirmation of local identity is achieved in the context of cultural projects deployed 
in rural tourism by guesthouse owners from Maramureú, asking if their initiatives of collecting “heritage” and displaying it in 
private family museums and exhibit-rooms contribute to raising awareness about their sense of belonging. More precisely, this 
paper explores the role these private “cultural agents” assign to their local “heritage” in the encounter with tourists. The 
interrogations concerning their choice to display “peasant goods” in exhibit-rooms and private family museums allow us to 
assume that the guesthouse owners’ recourse to these practices entails a reflexive process on the transformations of their rural 
domestic universe. The progress and changes they are forced to admit under the incidence of globalization determine them to 
choose their own identity reference system. Assuming the changes deliberately implies the claim of their “peasant past” and its 
display in exhibit-rooms and private family museums. In addition, it reinforces the local action of “heritage-making” as a means 
of negotiating social and cultural values on a regional scale. Using a reflexive approach, this study proposes to investigate the 
backstage underlying local “heritage-making”, to explore “heritage knowledge” produced by non-specialized “cultural agents”, to 
examine various interfaces of local “heritage” interpretations by guesthouse owners, and to question the meaning tourists are 
compelled to search beyond the exhibits. In sum, the purpose of this study is to examine the biography of “heritagised goods” 
through the narratives they enclose, as a lens to reveal the cultural and social “work” that private “cultural agents” from 
Maramureú carry out in their rural communities in addition to the aim of their economic regeneration. 
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1. Introduction  
Maramureú has preserved a local specificity which distinguishes this county from other Romanian regions. 
Its specificity is associated with a particular technique of construction and conception of dwellings, mirrored by 
little wooden peasant houses built in a “swallow-tail” shape. This type of houses enclosed by big wooden gates 
carved with traditional ornamental motifs forged the image of an archaic rural Maramureú. In addition, the 
reputation of this county as a rural world living outside of historical time is emphasized by local traditions which is 
said to have been preserved to a greater extent than elsewhere in Romania. This idyllic image which has dominated 
the discourse of 20th-century Romanian ethnologists and folklorists captured the imagination of tourists who came 
for the first time in this historic county. Notwithstanding, Maramureú has not remained untouched by the 
transformations occurred under the incidence of globalization. In the post-revolutionary context of December 1989, 
tourism and migration have brought more or less visible major changes in the villages of this region. Housing has 
gone through a lot of transformations, the wooden houses being currently replaced by brightly painted and decorated 
two-storey houses made of concrete or bricks. Besides, the villagers from Maramureú have changed their lifestyle 
along with their consumption practices. Being aware of such changes, some of the inhabitants of Maramureú, 
especially those concerned with creating a tourist offer, started to ponder on their specificity, by comparing their 
lifestyle with that of their predecessors. Moreover, inspired by an ethnographic image of their rural world whose 
villagers still preserve a “traditional” way of being, reflected in a specific manner of decorating their houses, of 
dressing up, of producing specific regional food or of behaving in a certain manner at the local religious 
celebrations, the guesthouse owners from Maramureú have packed all these elements as tourist offer. Special 
attention was given to “traditional” housing and practices. Thus, ancient items of the material culture of the peasants 
from Maramureú, once kept in the “pride room” [Ro. “camera bună”], have been displayed in exhibition-rooms 
(arranged in rural guesthouses) or in private family museums (fully restored old one or two-room houses). Besides, 
“traditional” practices, nowadays almost extinct, have been “staged” in front of tourists. 
These preliminary observations incite us to explore the manner in which guesthouse owners from 
Maramureú interpret their specificity in front of tourists looking for satisfying their inquisitive minds. Our aim is to 
unravel the significance of their actions of collecting local cultural “emblems”, be they “traditional” goods or 
practices. Thus, we seek to scrutinize “the social function of the elective reference to the past” (Lavabre, 2000) in 
the context of cultural consumption entailed by the presence of tourists in the rural region of Maramureú. To grasp 
the significance of the identity selection undertaken by guesthouse owners, our endeavour is to understand “the 
how” [Fr. “le comment”] and “the why” [Fr. “le pourquoi”] of collecting “local memory” and constructing “cultural 
heritage”. More precisely, our aim is to understand “the backstage” [Fr. “les coulisses”] that lies behind the 
mechanisms of setting up local identity in personal interpretations of “the present of the past”. The analysis of the 
logic that governs the personal collection of the still existing “traces” belonging to the past allow us to formulate 
several questions meant to guide our research: Which are the approaches used by guesthouse owners from 
Maramureú to select amongst local goods and practices those which deserve to be chosen as “identity emblems” and 
thus “put into heritage”? “Would certain categories of living be more easily valued” than others as cultural heritage 
(Bérard and Marchénay, 1989)? Which factors contribute to changing the status of ordinary goods and practices? 
What referential function is expressed and recovered through their selection on a temporal axis, or, in other words, 
what “historical regime” [Fr. “régime d’historicité”] (Hartog, 2003) designates the class of objects and practices 
retained? What knowledge is associated to them? What does the selection mean for guesthouse owners and tourists? 
Are guesthouse owners exposed to “aggression” because of their “exhibition” [Fr. “la mise en exposition”] and their 
“staging” [Fr. “la mise en scène”] in front of the other? Is “collective memory” altered, compromised or transformed 
by its “incorporation into tourism” [Fr. “la mise en tourisme”]?  
The use of Derrida’s concept of “difference” [Fr. “différance”] (Derrida, 1967), which means both 
“differentiation” [Fr. “différentiation”] and “being different/perceiving themselves differently” [Fr. “diffèrement”] 
(Serres, 2002), that is, to temporize and distinguish oneself, enables us to analyse the logic hidden behind the 
selection of “memory-traces” [Fr. “traces-mémoire”] undertaken by guesthouse owners from Maramureú. 
Additionally, the “for whom” [Fr. “le pour qui”] gains significance for our study, since “heritage” as an “expression 
of our being in the world” (Ricoeur, 2000) is built in relationship with the other. Such an approach to identity 
construction undertaken by guesthouse owners from Maramureú entails a twofold relationship: (1) from oneself to 
oneself, because questions like: “To what extent are we the same as yesterday?” or “Have we changed?” (Micoud, 
2005) prompt guesthouse owners to invent their own “historical regime”, and (2) from oneself to another, 
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considering that the process of identity construction is the result of a thoughtful elaboration due to the presence of 
the other, who, even if not directly involved in it, becomes an indirect “agent” of local “heritage-making”. In other 
words, “heritage” gets the features of a “communicational device” (Davallon, 2000) only in relationship to the other 
who “interprets the representation of a presence” (Derrida, 1968).  
Relying on Goffman’s approach (1973, 1974) which considers identity as relationally constructed through 
ritualized encounters, we assume that ordinary objects and practices become remarkable by their “display” or 
“staging” in special places which reveal some kind of accumulation that makes sense for (1) those who undertake 
the selection and (2) those who are compelled to search the meaning beyond the exhibits and staging. Our 
underlining assumption is that obsolete items and practices have been renewed through revitalization for tourist 
consumption, emphasizing guesthouse owners’ creativeness in constructing identity and performing “authenticity” 
through displays and staging. Ethnographic research (conducted in several villages from Maramureú between 2004 
and 2008) and semi-structured interviews carried out with guesthouse owners from Maramureú, a kind of “narrative 
practice” accompanied by an interpretive approach, helped us to capture the manner in which guesthouse owners 
constructed their identity and “sold” it to the tourists by “displaying” the “traditional” image of “the peasant’s 
universe” and benefited from it by playing a mimetic representation of an “obsolete” identity in front of the tourists.  
Several axes of exploration guide our empirical survey. First, we describe the rural housing used for 
accommodating tourists. This section reveals the reflections of guesthouse owners from Maramureú on collecting 
local “emblems” to be packed as a tourist offer. Second, we analyse logic according to which guesthouse owners 
proceed to a selection of “peasant” objects to be “displayed” in exhibition rooms or private family museums and 
“traditional” know-how to be “staged” in front of tourists. This section highlights the meaning of objects and 
practices selected by private “cultural agents” for tourist consumption. It focuses on the “backstage” of the 
“patrimonial selection” undertaken by guesthouse owners and on the tourists’ role in “heritage-making”. Third, we 
examine the guesthouse owners’ practices of initiating tourists in an “authentic life-style”. This section points out to 
what extent we can talk about “constructive authenticity”, that is the result of a social construction which involves 
the participation of both guesthouses owners and tourists. 
 
2. Tourist rural housing designated for cultural consumption  
 
In Maramureú, rural tourism has been developed following the collapse of communism, in December 1989. 
At the beginning, when tourism was not regulated by the Law, tourists have been accommodated in the villagers’ 
own houses. Later on, the villagers had to transform their houses, so that they meet the criteria established by the 
Ministry of Tourism. Inhabitants from Maramureú who went to work abroad built new multi-storeyed houses at their 
return and they started to use them as guesthouses. However, considering that the rural guesthouses entirely 
arranged in a new style so that they meet the regulations of the Ministry of Tourism do not reflect their regional 
specificity, some of the inhabitants of Maramureú had the initiative to display local old goods inside. Thus, in 
addition to the handmade items woven by women with the purpose to be sold to their visitors, such as woollen bags 
or rugs, the guesthouse owners exhibited several old crafted items: “We are trying to arrange an exhibition with old 
local stuff in the dining-room”. (Interviewee from the village of Bârsana, age 34) Religious icons have been hung on 
the walls. Wooden-carved objects and ceramic plates have been arranged in rudimentary cupboards or displayed on 
shelves. Old cloths, such as traditional towels and woollen bags, have been hung on the walls. Hand sewn 
tablecloths have been arranged on wooden tables and loom-woven blankets have been put on beds or sofas: “All we 
have here is very old. (...) These cloths belonged to the grandmother of my brother’s wife. They are woven in the 
loom [Ro. “chiară”]”. (Interviewee from the village of Bârsana, age 34) They have covered the ground, once made 
of clay, with traditional woollen rugs. Traditional cotton clothes have been put on coat-hangers: “Well, there, I have 
an exhibition: a wooden mannequin dressed in traditional clothes: with traditional shirt, skirt and peasant sandals 
[Ro. “opinci”]”. (Interviewee from Breb, age 32) 
Aware that the traditional life-style is at odds, and thus about to disappear, some guesthouse owners from 
Maramureú have initiated another project that is important to them and their community. Old one or two-room 
wooden houses over a century old have been fully restored and arranged in a “traditional” style. Their “swallow 
tail”-shaped construction technique renders specificity to the place and creates the impression of having conserved 
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genuinely archaic forms: “The foreign girl came up with the idea. Whenever she came home (...), she would take 
photos as tourists now do in order to remember the place. Since she went abroad, we have changed. Our house has 
changed over time. We have preserved only the good part of it. So we have changed it. We replaced the wooden 
beam [Ro. “ruda”]. We have turned the old house into a new one. You know, people are becoming modern! When 
our daughter came home, she said: “Daddy, I don’t feel myself at home, I don’t quite like the place. It seems that 
I’m not at home. Daddy, it looks so bad! I don’t come home to see apartment blocks, new furniture or a summer 
house like that one”. She gave a verdict, indeed! She said: “Let’s buy an old house up the village”. They [my 
daughter and her husband] bought the house from one of our neighbours (…) who lives up the village. He pulled it 
down because he had to build a new one. That happened in 1995.” (Interviewee from Ieud, age 60) Unlike the 
narrow space of exhibit rooms, the larger area of little wooden houses has encouraged their owners to gather a wider 
array of handmade items. Besides wooden objects, old clothes and traditional garments, they have arranged wooden 
little tables by the side of the window and, above them, gas-lamps have been hung from the ceiling; two beds, with a 
straw mattress, arranged one after another, in a line as it was once: the first one for the parents, the second one for 
the couple settled with them. Rudimentary benches [Ro. “laviĠă”] or dowry chests [Ro. “ladă de zestre”] complete 
the decor of these entirely restored old wooden houses. These local goods accumulated by guesthouse owners from 
Maramureú can still be found in some houses which are over a hundred years old, but their number is decreasing. 
From the guesthouse owners ‘points of view, these elements do not reflect their present lifestyle. On the contrary, 
being “obsolete”, they entirely recreate a lifestyle of the past. Guesthouse owners render such way of living as 
“traditional”.  
The items stored in exhibition-rooms or in private museums refer to old skills, being the result of local 
production techniques with roots in inherited and orally transmitted know-how. To reinforce this idea of 
“traditional” space, several guesthouse owners have stored some tools formerly used by villagers to do domestic 
work: “Over there I have exhibited a loom [Ro. “chiară”]. I could go there and weave for those who want to look at 
me”. (Interviewee from Poienile Izei, age 47) Generally, there are women from Maramureú who occasionally 
represent the peasant-women’s daily work of the past based on “traditional” techniques: they used to spin the wool, 
to weave and sew the clothing for their family, as well as the cloths to cover walls, beds or the ground: “I have a 
weaving workshop [Ro. “atelier de Ġesut”] which is part of my museum. (...) And they [tourists] are interested in it. 
(Interviewee from Botiza, age 60) Such work, mainly domestic, connects the women inside their houses. That is 
why women’s daily work of the past is usually shown by guesthouse owners inside such “traditional” recreated 
indoor spaces. Male occupations such as forging, smith’s trade, woodworking crafts and sheep folding are more 
conducive to the initiation outside. Through the workshops organized in “traditional” indoor spaces which remind of 
a certain social status, that of “peasants”, tourists are initiated into domestic old local practices. Even if some of the 
aforementioned occupations are almost extinct nowadays, tourists participating in such workshops become true 
apprentices. Not only are they invited to discover a reconstructed “genuine” life-style, but also to be part of it. Being 
part of tourist consumption, they are contextually determined. Thus, female or male production techniques staged by 
guesthouse owners in front of the tourists are transformed into “cultural practices” and thus “put into heritage”. This 
allows us to talk about a “social construction” of “heritage-making” whereby the guesthouse owners “manipulate 
both the living and the social order” (Rautenberg, 1998).  
  
3. The “backstage” of private “heritage-making” in Maramureú 
 
The collection of “goods to be heritagised” is not a new phenomenon for the inhabitants of this county. It 
has roots in the selection undertaken by specialists under the monopoly of the Nation-state which aimed at building 
“national identity”, actions developed during the twentieth century. “Collective identity”, whose scientific validity 
was granted by ethnography and folklore, was accomplished by underlining elements of peasants ‘material and 
spiritual universe. Specialists intended to pick up “traditional” elements that reflect a Romanian identity beyond a 
regional one. Having preserved archaic characteristics to a greater extent, compared to other regions of the country, 
Maramureú was one of the most visited places by specialists. The “heritagised” goods, selected according to criteria 
such as “ancientness”, “value”, “rarity”, “beauty”, “memory” etc., have been integrated into ethnographic museums 
founded in different parts of the country or in Bucharest. Nevertheless, those who are currently engaged in such 
projects are acting outside the state, meaning that they are not appointed by a cultural institution under the “state-
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authority” (Hertz, Chappaz, 2012). Obviously, all items which can be found in a rural household from Maramureú 
could not occupy a place in an exhibition-room or a private family museum. Therefore, at the time of selection, 
guesthouse owners had in mind some criteria which did not allow them treating all goods in the same manner. The 
changes that their rural world is witnessing have encouraged them to act by collecting objects that are no longer 
used to the same extent in their households. Besides, guesthouse owners stated that they seldom used the items they 
have displayed in an exhibition-room or a private family museum in order to decorate the houses in which they 
lived. Formerly, some of the exhibited items were gathered in “pride rooms”. For the villagers from Maramureú, 
“the pride room” [Ro. “camera bună”] was a guest room or a room for celebrations. This room, used either for 
welcoming guests or for festivities, was richly decorated with ceramics, icons, woven goods, traditional blankets 
[Ro. “Ġoluri”] and towels in geometric shapes [Ro. “útergare în crengi”] arranged in a certain order on a wooden 
beam [Ro. “rudă”], with traditional rugs and local handmade furniture. Popular costumes as well as the dowry for 
the girls of marriageable age were also preserved in this room. Beyond mere decoration, its content was of 
paramount importance for their owners. Above all, it was a mark of “social prestige”. Packed as a tourist offer, the 
old handmade goods changed their primary value. Guesthouse owners who gathered them in special places for 
exhibition included them in the category of goods which are reminiscent of their “peasant” past. In their hands, such 
old local goods which do not reflect any more their current life-style, especially since under the incidence of 
globalization their rural world has been invaded by all sorts of worldwide-spread objects, become “genuine” 
ethnographic collections, deriving their primary value from their status of exhibits. Thus, these “cultural spaces” 
arranged “in a peasant manner” reflect a cultural change in the lifestyle of the villagers of Maramureú. The room 
arranged “in a peasant manner” has taken over the functions of “the pride room” and got utility in tourism. In this 
“peasant way” of displaying, there is no coexistence of goods originating from the new culture which have been 
introduced after the collapse of communism with objects belonging to the domestic universe of peasants. Being “out 
of use” does not prevent guesthouse owners from identifying their value and, through this, from considering them as 
defining their own identity. Guesthouse owners’ cultural practices, therefore, rely on the promotion of that identity 
of the past that has been jettisoned. They have revitalized it especially through the (re)creation of a “peasant” 
universe in their guesthouses. Yet, the guesthouse owners’ identity built on “the peasant universe” draws on 
different values, such as “ancientness”, “non-use” or even “rarity”: “There must be old stuff (...) that we still keep. 
(Interviewee from Poienile Izei, age 48) These are the values that guesthouse owners from Maramureú are 
attributing to domestic items in order to build their “traditionality”. Accordingly, being “semiophor” of “peasant 
identity” and thus “traditional” allows their “heritagisation”. 
 There are various motivations that led them to invest themselves in collecting such “goods” and to put them 
into “heritage”. Some of them have done this only to attract customers and benefit from it. Therefore, they have 
undertaken such actions for economic reasons. Others’ response was deemed as a reaction to the replacement of the 
old wooden construction techniques by the new brick or cement-based ones. Some of them have even “married” the 
two conceptions. There are some guesthouse owners who have responded to the actions of some Romanian or 
foreign people who bought the old wooden houses and moved them to a different location. Usually, they were 
moved to cities or abroad either for their own well-being or to use them in the tourism sector. Some of them have 
taken the request into consideration, giving great importance to their customers who are “crazy” about “traditional” 
goods and practices. They have realized that their tourist clientele appreciates what is “traditional”, that is, 
“original” and “genuine”, which recalls a decaying or even extinct life-style. All these motivations push them to 
engage themselves in such mechanisms of local “heritage-making”.  
 
4. The stakes of staging “peasant identity”  
 
Exhibition-rooms and private family museums become the main nest of the “cultural actions” undertaken 
by guesthouse owners from Maramureú. In the presence of “cultural consumers”, the meaning of the “heritagised” 
goods and practices is enriched with complex significations. The “traditional” decor of exhibition-rooms and private 
family museums creates the impression of “authenticity” in association with ethnographic museums that preserve 
the former peasant world. According to the arguments of one of our interlocutors, a French tourist from whom we 
have collected the following statement, “authenticity” is associated with a “traditional” lifestyle: “We [came] in a 
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Romania that remained rather authentic and we found it quite authentic (...) in certain ways (...). We consider (...) 
the people we have met this afternoon [the hosts having taken the initiative to found a private museum] traditional. 
We feel they have the culture of their authenticity. (...) We feel that they are proud of their culture. They want to 
show and teach the others how their life was in other times!” The hosts know the tourists’ reasons to visit the 
villages of Maramureú. They seek “authenticity”, things that are not to be found elsewhere. According to an Italian 
tourist, “they do not want to get used to ordinary things”. For this reason, the guesthouse owners from Maramureú 
give a lifestyle from the past back to the present. Sometimes this involves a focus not only on the entirely 
reconstructed (indoors and outdoors) buildings, but also on the practices related to “traditional” know-how as 
witnesses to displayed objects. 
 Guesthouse owners organizing various workshops where local techniques of production (weaving, painting, 
sculpting, mowing, raking, etc.) are performed in fronts of tourists seek to reveal “traditional” know-how. Moreover, 
the act of imitating a local technique of production under the guidance of a “true peasant” reinforces the tourists’ 
feeling that they participate in “authentic” practices. Acting on their own authority, these kinds of local know-how 
performed by guesthouse owners (and sometimes by local artisans or other villagers) in the presence of tourists 
generate the impression of participating in “authentic traditional” practices. However, the front of valuing the 
“authentic” practices through the workshops set up by guesthouse owners hides a real professional strategy. Despite 
this, the approaches of valuing oneself by reproducing “traditional” skills in front of tourists report a “social 
construction” of “genuine authenticity”. Both the guesthouse owners from Maramureú, as producers of 
“authenticity”, and tourists, as consumers, take part in this process simultaneously. After all, there is a “staging”: the 
context of reproducing “traditional” practices is not completely real because of the presence of tourists for whom 
guesthouse owners rebuild a moment of their lives supposed to take place every day. But, finally, the acts of 
“staging” “traditional” practices have a great significance: beyond their constructed nature in front of tourists, the 
hosts are looking for valuation on the part of their visitors, for recognition of their specificity, and, consequently, of 
their difference. 
 
5. Conclusions  
 
In this study we have analysed the mechanisms of identity constructions within the private sphere of 
“heritage-making” that produce a dynamics of territorial development. The analysis of identity settings accounts for 
the subjective relationship that the rural communities of Maramureú maintain with their past. It explains the status of 
“heritagised” goods and know-how, it reveals the sense that these “local emblems” recover for these rural “cultural 
agents” who designate, preserve and value as identity what they consider to have regional specificity. Also, it 
discloses the mechanisms and constructions entailed by local “heritagisation”, as well as the stakes that these 
processes have raised within the tourist villages from Maramureú. In their tourism practices, the guesthouse owners 
from Maramureú “manipulate” items of their material culture by “displaying” them in exhibition rooms or private 
family museums and various “traditional” production techniques by “staging” them in front of the tourists. Enjoying 
the attention of guesthouse owners and tourists, ancient goods and almost extinct practices revitalized through their 
“display” or “staging” become “indexical presence” of “peasant identity”. Once common, they are now invested 
with meaning, getting a “symbolic character” (Micoud, 2005). They become “identifying images” [Fr. “images 
identifiantes”] (Augé, 1994) of a regional identity. By being circumscribed to special places, namely exhibition 
rooms or private family museums, they make up a “cultural capital” of this territory “integrated into tourism”. Their 
transformation into “cultural productions” [Fr. “productions culturelles”] (Aldhuy, 2003) passes through their 
incorporation within the sphere of “cultural heritage”. By collecting patrimonial items, guesthouses owners are 
undertaking the work of ethnographers. Their patrimonial initiatives unveil us their quality of “mediators of 
culture”. Through the mechanism of integrating particular domestic items into “heritage” and the know-how 
associated to them, guesthouse owners from Maramureú engage themselves in a broad reflection on their identity. 
Guesthouse owners look into their own identity as if they looked in a mirror, which necessarily means a step back 
from the present moment. Behind their act of asserting the distinctiveness of objects or practices, we can read the 
desire of appropriation and redefinition of the peasants’ material culture and their know-how yet available as a 
manner of identity affiliation to their cultural specificity. The “traditionality” of objects or know-how usually 
involves the weakening of their role in the villagers’ households. Their quality of being “set out of use” or being 
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about to disappear stimulates the guesthouse owners from Maramureú to restore them in order to be used in rural 
tourism. From this perspective, the items they have selected for identity settings become “mediators” (Davallon, 
2006) between past and present. Facing the challenges of the changes they are forced to admit, in addition to the 
uncertainty of their “passing times” (Rautenberg, 1998), the villagers working in the field of rural tourism begin to 
“observe” themselves. The nexus of the “traditionality” of items and practices they have selected in order to be 
“exhibited” or “staged” in front of the tourist accounts for the changes occurring in their social-cultural world. From 
this point of view, identity acquires individual understandings. It represents a “point of view” (Lenclud, 1987) 
guesthouse owners have on their local “heritage” that is continuously declining. Obviously, their identifications gain 
meaning only in situations of interaction. In the absence of the other’s perception, their identity does not get a 
special meaning. As a result, only the presence of tourists converts their “lived experiences” into “observed 
experiences”. Consequently, the guesthouse owners from Maramureú do not “exhibit” and “stage” themselves at 
random. They consciously elaborate identifications to be capitalised in rural tourism. Their “deliberate choice”, 
according to which they define “the good heritage” (Lenclud, 1987), corresponds not only to their desire to secure 
their survival by means of “peasant identity” converted into “cultural heritage” but also to respond to their tourism 
marketing needs. Still, the representation of local “cultural heritage” and “traditional” practices in an economic 
context contributes to the “marketization” [Fr. “la marchandisation”] of their identifications. The special selection of 
some identification items enables local identity to be sold and traded as ordinary “merchandise”. On the other hand, 
local identity does not seem to be altered or dented by “integrating” some of its components “into tourism”. 
Moreover, the mechanisms of “instrumentalising” identity components selected by guesthouse owners from 
Maramureú to create a tourism offer do not harm the identifications they choose in a conscious way. On the 
contrary, the logic of these actions supports local villagers to preserve their cultural specificity and “to maintain a 
meaningful local (…) identity which otherwise they might have lost” (Cohen, 1988). Consequently, the presence of 
tourists in their region stands for an incentive to reflect on their identity. In addition, the reflexive examination of 
one’s identity mediates between local “peasant identity” whose meaning is personally interpreted, and the villagers’ 
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